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GOLD PACKAGE

COMPONENTS

The Road Cycling Gold Package is arguably the finest
system available for cycling today, designed to meet all the
needs of event administrators—and much more. But while
the variety of features is impressive, it’s the sheer power
these components that truly distinguishes the Gold Package.
This dual-camera system boasts two of Lynx’s most capable
photo finish devices – the EtherLynx FUSION as a
secondary camera, and the EtherLynx PRO for primary
capture.

TWO POWERFUL PHOTO FINISH CAMERAS:

•

EtherLynx PRO – color, timer-enabled, 5,000 fps
upgrade, 1GB RAM upgrade

•

EtherLynx FUSION – color, 3000 fps FLEX
option, wireless-enabled.

BOTH CAMERAS COME EQUIPPED WITH:

•
•
•

Color F-mount (Nikon compatible) through-thelens alignment viewer and remote iris control
Nikon-compatible 24-70mm f/2.8 zoom lens
Super Head Clamp, Geared Mounting Head,
and Tripod for precision adjustment

THE GOLD PACKAGE ALSO INCLUDES:
The wireless Fusion camera allows for an unprecedented
amount of range and versatility. The Flex option allows the
operator to select a range of camera settings, with a
maximum of 3,000 fps or 2,700 pixels, your settings can be
tailored specifically to the speed, format, and size of your
event. But more importantly, these Fusion images are
synced with your timer-enabled primary camera for
definitive, dual-angle results no matter how close the finish.
The EtherLynx Pro primary camera captures a remarkable
5,000 fps. Like the Fusion camera, the EtherLynx Pro is
equipped with a through-the-lens viewer that makes camera
set up incredibly easy and precise.
When you add components like the 5-digit reflective display,
AirLynx wireless, Photocell Kit, and Time Trial Plug-in, the
Road Cycling Gold Package is far-and-away the most
powerful everything-you-need packaged solution available
for cycling road race results production.

GOLD PACKAGE FEATURES
•
•
•

Dual-camera setup ensures accurate results by integrating
synchronized color images from both sides of the finish-line.
Built-in wireless connectivity, and the ability to run from a 12
volt DC supply, give incredible freedom in camera location
and eliminate the need for complex cabling installations.
The component-rich gold package covers every cycling
need with features like wireless networking, digital display,
and powerful FinishLynx software plug-ins.
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•
•

AirLynx Wireless Gateway
All-inclusive Camera Cable set with Capture
Button and USB-to-Serial Converter

•
•
•
•
•
•

9” five-digit Reflective Display
10/100 base-8 Port Ethernet Switch
15-meter range Single Photocell Kit
Custom carrying case
LynxPad – Meet management software
FinishLynx 32 – Multi-language* photo finish
software.

•
•

Time Trial Plug-in
Virtual Photo Eye and Auto-Capture Plug-ins

* See Website for current listing. FinishLynx available in English, Spanish, French,
Arabic, German, Italian, Korean, Portuguese (Brazil), Russian, Swedish, Finnish,
Chinese (Simp.), Chinese (Trad.), Japanese

TIME TRIAL SOFTWARE
The Gold Package comes complete with Lynx’s unique
Time Trial software plug in. This makes administration
and results production of Time Trial stages fast and
easy. With the ability to assign a precise individual start
time to every rider, and read and compare net times in
the results window, accurate results can be produced
quickly and simply. The time trial software can be used
with a variety of devices to record start times: a
FinishLynx camera, a tape switch, a gate, or a photo
cell.
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THE LYNX GOLD PACKAGE
The Road Cycling Gold Package is built to be the ultimate
solution for cycling event management. Because the system
is equipped with the two most powerful Lynx cameras, the
Gold Package allows for an unrivaled degree of flexibility
throughout varying events, stages, and conditions.
The implementation of the Gold Packaged solution will give
you access to images of startling quality and an
unprecedented level of timing precision. A regular single
camera photo finish system that operates at 2000 fps and
1000 pixels of image height will give you access to 1 million
pixels of information every second; however, the two camera
Gold Package with the Pro camera operating at 5,000 fps and
1350 pixels AND a Fusion operating at 2,700 fps and 1000
pixels, will give you access to over 9 million pixels of data
every second!
Reading rider numbers and producing
accurate results has never been this easy, or this precise.
Not only does the Gold Package contain all the components from the Bronze and Silver Packages like full mounting hardware,
cable sets and ACM and Time Trial software plug-ins, but there are also several components unique to this elite solution. The
EtherLynx Pro camera, AirLynx wireless gateway (for WiFi-enabled Fusion), and a 5-digit digital timing display, allow for
complete oversight and control. The Road Cycling Gold Package combines brilliant, dual-angle color images with unlimited realtime image capture to drastically improve the overall ease, accuracy, and efficiency of any cycling event.
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